
Case #   Description  

18FW01966  Wardens investigated a large pile of fish (Pumpkinseed, Crappie and Bass)  

   dumped along the side of the road.  They were removed and disposed of.  No 

   suspects. 

18FW02983 Possible wanton waste with a beaver dumped alongside the road.  Was not 

used, however the warden did not indicate cause of death. 

18FW03404 Subject dumped fish out of a cooler and left on the side of the road the cooler 

and the contents of the cooler, which was a number crappie. 

18FW05453 Wardens responded to dumped carp that appeared to have been killed by bow 

fishermen.  (now h 

18FW07396 Subject shot a deer, field dressed it, reported it, hung it, then dumped the 

whole carcass along the road several days later.  Issued littering ticket as only 

viable violation. 

18FW07438 Two headless deer missing just backstraps.  Nothing else taken.   Appeared to be 

bow and arrow kill.  No suspects. 

18FW07639  Report of subject shooting at a goose from their house and not attempting to  
retrieve the animal.  Warden investigated and found no dead or injured goose 
but issued warning for violation based on facts. 

 
18FW08458  Partially butchered deer where warden describes plenty of meat left on the  
   Carcass when it was dumped.  No suspects. 
 
19FW07388 Two deer illegally killed and dumped with only the loins taken.  No other part 

utilized. 
 
20FW01324 5 coyotes appeared to have been shot and dumped.    No suspects. 
 
20FW05073 Three racoons killed for eating garbage and dumped.  Subject warned. 
 
20FW06277 Report of possible wanton waste related to goose hunter.  No suspect or vehicle 

info. 
 
20FW08727 Report of deer parts dumped and reported as possible wanton waste.  Warden 

investigated and found the parts to be consistent with a deer that was 
processed for human consumption.  Issue was littering. 

 
20FW08959 Significant investigation into multiple waterfowl violations.  Criminal charges 

brought for several violations.  Warning for wanton waste was issued as part of 
results of investigation.  

 
21FW00266 Dead coyote shot and dumped at access area.  No suspects. 
 



21FW01385 Deer left hanging in tree for a number of months.  Eventually dumped alongside 
the road.  Case still under investigation, but suspect is known.     

 


